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Address AB SHOT TECNICS, S.L. 
P.I. El Grab 
Maset D´En Grau, 17 
08758 CERVELLO

Country Spain

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
SHOTBLASTING MACHINE WITH CONVEYOR BELT IN RUBBER AND STEEL

SV6

For big land and small surfaces and mass produced work. Useful sandblasting height: 1800 mm, upper-side open allows higher sandblasting. Two
meters high automatic fences for each side. Soundproof and automatic cleaning’s filter. Measurements: 5200 x 1350 x 3100 mm. Work Speed: 1 m2 /
2 min. Weight: 1200 Kg. Glass Thickness: from 3 to 100 mm. Inner useful surface: 950 x 650 x 1800 mm. Minimum piece: 250 x 250 mm. Suction dust
power: 0,55 Kw. Maximum weight pulling: 250 Kg. Necessary air flow: 2000 lts/min. Gradual degradation. Conveyor belt advanced distance. Start and
end of work with visual indicators. Automatic back movements of the conveyor belt to easy the use of masks. Possibility to work with one or two
blastguns. Eliminate limit switch to work in continue in urgent jobs. Program and memorize the measures of pieces. Create till 60 sandblasting scopes
on the piece in several zones. Sandblast several pieces’ zones with different pressures and obtain several finishes. Manual blastgun for specific jobs
(optional).
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